?
Quiz sheet
In which book is there a dragon that lives
beyond the grey mountains?

Name the other character in this book
partnership: The Iron Man and ****

Which city is the main setting for Katherine
Rundell’s Rooftoppers?

What animal is Will Parry’s daemon whom Will
meets for the first time in The Amber Spyglass?

		

Where in the world is Bear Island in the novel
The Last Bear by Hannah Gold which invites
readers to understand the science behind
endangered species?

?

According to Wikipedia Harry Potter and the
Philosopher’s Stone is the best-selling book of
all time (including adult titles). True or False?

The awful Headteacher in Roald Dahl’s Matilda
is called Miss Trunchbull. True or false?

Harry Potter hides a handkerchief in a book to
free Dobby from enslavement to the Malfoy
family. True or False?

Which two Beano characters own the same
jumper?

?

Name Michael’s dog in Michael Morpurgo’s
Kensuke’s Kingdom.

Name the detective duo who are sisters and
work together to solve the High Rise Mystery by
Shana Jackson?

This is the opening sentence for which book:
The night Max wore his wolf suit and made
mischief of one kind and another his mother
called him “WILD THING!”

Complete the following book titles:
The Miraculous Journey of **** Tulane by Kate
DiCamillo

The Boy at the **** of the Class by Onjali Q. Raúf

Armistice **** by Tom Palmer
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In Elizabeth Laird’s Welcome to Nowhere,
Omar and his family flee from which war torn
country?

?
Quiz sheet
This is the opening paragraph to a well-known
book. What is the title and who is the author?
I know I’m not an ordinary ten-year-old kid. I
mean, sure, I do ordinary things. I eat ice cream. I
ride my bike. I play ball. I have an XBox. Stuff
like that makes me ordinary. I guess. And I feel
ordinary. Inside. But I know ordinary kids don’t
make other ordinary kids run away screaming in
playgrounds. I know ordinary kids don’t get stared
at wherever they go.

What book title links these four animals?

This creature, called an Occamy, can be found in
Newt Scamander’s Field Guide. What is the title
of the book?

?

Name the illustrator who created these images?
Name the author who created the following
character:

These pictures make up which book title?

?

Which children’s book is the film, The Golden
Compass based on?
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Who does this tail belong to?

?
Quiz sheet
In Neil Gaiman’s The Graveyard Book, what is
the name of the main character whose family
is brutally murdered in the opening chapter?

Complete the classic title:
Room on the Broom, The Snail & The Whale,
A Squash and a ________ ?

a. Nobody ‘Bod’ Owens
b. Nobody ‘Bill’ Smith
c. Nelly O’Reilly

In Katherine Rundell’s The Good Thieves, Vita
Marlowe and her friends fight a notorious
conman to recover her grandfather Jack’s home
to him. What is the name of the conman?

What was the name of the elephant who stood
out from the crowd?

Which character has ‘terrible tusks and terrible
claws and terrible teeth and terrible jaws …?’

b. Victor Sorrotore
c. Child Catcher

?

Name the teenage lawyer who features in John
Grisham’s series of thrillers which include The
Fugitive, The Abduction and The Accused?

Morigan Crow, the hero of Nevermoor by
Jessica Townsend discovers she has the same
powers as her evil adversary Ezra Squall. They
both have the magical powers of a what?
a. A Dreamweaver
b. A Hollowpox
c. A Wundersmith

Which shadowy mythic monster does
Phoenix battle in the virtual reality game,
The Legendeer?

Who walked into the wrong story? Boggis,
Bruce or Bean?

Which watery Greek god just happens to be
Percy Jackson’s dad?

Which book is the odd one out? Private
Peaceful, Friend or Foe, War Horse or Carrie’s
War?

Which legendary figure is associated with the
colours Lincoln green and scarlet?

?
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a. Count Olaf

?
Quiz sheet
Which one of the following is NOT in Morris
Gleitzman’s Series Once?
Now, Soon, Maybe, After or Later

Solve this crossword clue: A game played with
a black pencil on white paper (Book Title)
(three words)

Who is the odd one out of Lucy, Edmond, Digory,
Peter or Susan?

Solve this crossword clue: If you first go
walking in chaos you might find a hole in the
Noise.
(Book Title) (six words)

Which does not belong from Cosmo, Fang, Joey
or Soldier?

Which zodiac Goddess fell from the sky in Maz
Evans’s Who Let the God’s Out?

Find the title of the book by Nicola Davies by
solving this riddle.
My first is in leg but not in peg.
My third is in stop but not in troupe.

?

What mythical artefact was said to be able to
turn material to gold and give immortality?

My fourth is in table but not disable.

Can you spy the one word title of this
adventure book in the anagram below?

I’m thinking of a number which is the same as
the number of Harry Potter books in the series
multiplied by the number of deathly hallows.

broke

arm

rest

What the dickens might this two word classic
book title be amongst the below anagram?
extracting ape toes

This anagram contains an hilarious and
touching book with a two word title in which
loo paper has a starring role.
liberia bony oil

?

I’m thinking of a number which is the number
of tributes who took part in the first Hunger
Games divided by the number of Katniss’
District

Who did kill cock robin in the old nursey
rhyme?
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My second is in oak but not in cork.

?
Quiz sheet
Which poem by Michael Rosen begins:
Down behind the dustbin
I met a dog called Ted.
‘Leave me alone,’ he says,
‘I’m just going to bed.’

What’s the name of the strange character who
has the golden touch and whose anger gets
the better of him?

?

Which character jumps across from a different
tale to save the day in Roahl Dahl’s revolting
version of The Three Little Pigs?

The Restless Girls by Jessie Burton is a feminist
reworking of which traditional tale ?

Here are five screen shots from short videos
acted out by our fantastic quiz master, Mr Dilly.
Do you know the book titles? Join the quiz to
see brand new videos for real!

?
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Which was the only one of the 7 dwarves not
to speak in the Disney version of this classic
tale?

?
Quiz sheet
Plagiarism or not?
Isaac has to write about Roald Dahl’s Fantastic
Mr Fox. He finds an essay online which
is answering the same question. He copies the
essay, changes one or two words, and
hands it in.

Aliyah can’t remember how to do her homework.
She asks her Mum for some help,

a. You
b. Your parents
c. Your school

?

In Little Women, which character fights to
retain the copyright in her book? (First name
and surname required)

What happens to the copyright of a book when
an author dies?
a. It ends
b. It passes to whoever inherits the rest of the
estate like money or property
c. It belongs to the publisher

?

who explains how to do it but doesn’t give her
the answer. Aliyah works it out
for herself and hands the
homework in.
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Who owns the copyright to your homework?

